CAPE VISIONS
Software to Simplify Complexity
Our Company
Cape Visions is revolutionizing the way people manage their business operations. We provide quality software
products to help people understand and manage the complexities in their organization. Our software supports
decision making through easy, web-based visualization and simulation technologies.

Our Focus
Our technology helps analyze, design, monitor, manage and optimize workflows. Cape Visions’ first major
product, Vision Manager, will be released in 2001. Vision Manager is a web-based business intelligence
solution that helps management of operational processes and data. It is integrated with workflow systems to
collect production statistics, present them in a web-based graphical front end, support extensive operational
analysis, and provide a unique environment for forecasting “what if” scenarios in business.

Our Strategy
•
•
•

Produce unique and targeted solutions that complement existing technologies and result in a more
complete solution for the end user.
Combine data and process analysis and add simulation to bring seemingly disparate approaches together
into a single operational management environment.
Create relationships that provide opportunities to our partners to enhance their offerings while leveraging
their professional services, sales channels, and target market expertise.

Our Founders
Robert Shapiro
Robert has 44 years of experience with computer software. He started as a pioneer in the development of
modeling and simulation at the University of Chicago; he was also an innovator of compiler technology for
IBM and Massachusetts Computer Associates and the founder of Meta Information Applications and Meta
Software Corporation. Robert is an active contributor to the Workflow Management Coalition and supporter
of the use of international standards in software.
Doug Reynolds
An electrical engineer by education, Doug has over 11 years of experience in process improvement and
workflow. He has worked on helping companies in the US, Europe, and South Africa maximize their
operational performance. Most recently he was the Director of Business Development for workflow
solutions for Meta Software.
Tommy Hansen
Tommy holds a Masters degree in Computers Science from the University of Aarhus, Denmark. He has
over 7 years of experience designing and implementing software for process design and analysis. As a
senior consultant he has participated in workflow projects at a number of large financial institutions.
Torben Haagh
Torben also has a Masters degree in Computer Science from the University of Aarhus. For over 7 years he
has worked extensively with simulation technology, ranging from the implementation of simulators to the
use of simulation in cost saving projects at Fortune 500 companies. Torben heads Cape Visions’ European
office in Denmark.
Henrik Mejlgaard
Henrik holds a degree in Computer Science. He has broad experience in software development in general
and is an expert in database application development. Most recently he was the principal architect on a
commercial document repository product.

Contact
Robert Shapiro, President phone: 617-823-1055 email: rshapiro@capevisions.com

http://www.capevisions.com

